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Powerless structures, Fig. 101
Michael Elmgreen and Ingar Dragset



Deep transformation 
after the revolution



“New 
world” of 
children



Utopic projects 
of childhood

• Importance of independence

• Professional training

• Separation from the family



Besprizorniki
(homeless 
children)

“There should be no sick or 
homeless children in the 
Soviet republic” 

Physically and mentally 
healthy young generation 
guides communist ideas

1923



Soviet childhood
• Schooling = childhood
• Ideological component
• Youth-group apparatus

“Religion is poison, children beware”, 
1930



Levels of literacy
Source: Mironov, B. N. (1991). The Development of 
Literacy in Russia and the USSR from the Tenth to the 
Twentieth Centuries. History of Education Quarterly, 
31(2), 229



Octobrists-
Pioneers-
Komsomol

• Octobrists (7-10)
• Pioneers (10-15)
• Komsomol (15-27)



Pioneer is a 
good comrade 
taking care of 
youngsters 
and helping 
the elder

A member of 
the Hitler 
youth asks 
for money to 
build youth 
hostels and 
homes



• A demonstration of 
children, 1923

• We require: healthy 
parents, clean air, light



Finding new 
heroes



Tale about 
Military Secret, 

Mal’chish 
Kimbalchish, and 

His Firm Word



Pavlik 
Morozov, 
the Soviet 

martyr

Nikita Chebakov, Pavlik Morozov  (1952)



Strengthening (once 
again) family 

institution
“For joyful fruitful children. For happy family”, 1936

A demonstration of 
children, 1923



• ‘…the time has come for a new and 
different book. The heroes should 
not be those who … experienced so 
many drastic changes in their 
everyday lives, in their families, 
and in their schools, but rather 
today’s children, who are much 
happier and have the right and the 
opportunity to live according to the 
righteous interests of their age…’

Samuil Marshak

Happy children are born under the Soviet 
star!

1936

Study well!

1948



‘The Circus’: 
‘happy childhood’



‘Thank you, Comrade Stalin, for our 
happy childhood’

‘Happy 
childhood’ in 
the 1930-50s



‘And we will eliminate every 
such enemy… we will 
eliminate his entire lineage 
(род), his family! … Here’s to 
the final extermination of all 
enemies, both themselves 
and their clan’
Josef Stalin, 1937



Family 
denunciations 




